
 

HOUSE RULE 

Dear guests! 

We warmly welcome you to the Alföldi Castle Event Center and Accommodation! 

 

The employees of the Alföldi Kastély Event Center and Accommodation do everything they can ensure 

that their rest is pleasant and smooth. Therefore, we kindly ask you to take note of and comply with 

the following: 

1. We would like to inform our guests that 414/2015. (XII.23.) Pursuant to Government Decree, 

after September 1, 2021, the accommodation service provider must record and transmit the 

personal data of ALL* guests who use accommodation services in Hungary (including minors 

and infants) as defined by law for public bodies (Guest Information Closed Database (VISA)). 

Therefore, we would like to ask our guests that each member of the family bring their 

identification documents and hand them over for recording at the Castle reception upon 

arrival. Our guests can book the rooms from 15:00 on the day of arrival. 

2. The Castle has a Wi -Fi system, the use of which is free of charge. The guest receives the Wi -Fi 

connection password at the same time as checking in to the accommodation. 

3. On the day of departure, our rooms can be used until 10:00 a.m., and our guests can stay in the 

Castle area until 1:00 p.m. on the day of departure and use the services available there. 

4. The fee for the ordered services (including the accommodation fee) must be paid upon arrival, 

and the fee for the services you want to use on site should also be arranged in advance. 

5. Before leaving the Castle permanently, our guests must sign out at the Reception! 

6. Guests arriving by vehicle may enter the Castle area after prior registration at the Reception, 

and may leave it only if their current payments have been settled. 

7. The Reception is open from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Please indicate your request for an earlier 

check-out or a later arrival at the provided email address or phone number, which can be 

called 24/7. 

8. An iron, ironing board, shoe care tools, umbrella, and sewing kit can be requested at the 

Reception. 

9. The Castle cleans the room once a day, between 9:00 and 14:00. If during this period the room 

cleaners say "Do not disturb!" a warning sign is found, the room will not be cleaned, therefore 

the guest cannot demand a reduction in fees or compensation. From an environmental point of 

view, the Castle only changes towels placed on the bathroom floor. 

10. In the area of the Castle, the quiet night rest lasts from 23.00 to 06.00. During these periods, for 

the sake of the undisturbed rest of the other guests, we ask that you refrain from making loud 

noises! 

11. Our castle also hosts events. We always inform our guests about these on the information 

board displayed at the Reception. Depending on this, the time of the quiet rest may change in 

these cases, or there may be different, stronger sound effects than usual (e.g. music)! Please 

understand! 

12. Persons under the age of 18 may only stay in the Castle under adult supervision. 

13. Playground equipment can be used up to 50 kg or up to 14 years of age. 



14. the Castle, subject to payment. The reimbursement fees for pets are included in the current 

Price List of the Castle. Bring your pet's vaccination book with you, which must be presented 

upon request! The use of a leash is mandatory! Pets are NOT allowed in community and 

catering facilities, playgrounds, and swimming pools! 

15. All rooms in our Castle have fire alarms equipped with equipment that removes even the 

slightest smoke perceives. To avoid false alarm smoking and open flames are strictly 

prohibited. Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are prohibited in the premises of the 

building. If, due to the illegal behavior of any guest or other person staying on the Castle 

premises, the Castle is fined by the competent authority based on the relevant law, the Castle is 

entitled to pass on the amount of the fine to the person who demonstrated the illegal behavior, 

or to demand its payment. 

There is a fire extinguisher at the reception. 

16. The Castle for elemental and storm damage (hail, fallen trees, falling branches, etc.); is NOT 

responsible for fire, infections and diseases, damages caused by crimes or violations of 

regulations, as well as terrorist acts! 

17. The rules for the use of the jacuzzi, sauna, and barbecue terrace have been placed next to the 

equipment. 

18. Littering on the grounds of the Castle is FORBIDDEN; Think about the next guests as well, they 

will leave their accommodation clean when they leave! Please place the waste in the 

designated collection containers! 

19. Please protect the plants and bushes in the Castle! Do not break or cut their branches and 

shoots (if this bothers you, please contact the Reception), do not trample the saplings, and pay 

attention to the plants bordering the parking lot when parking! 

20. The Castle has a well-equipped kitchen where you can prepare simple meals. Please make sure 

that the tools (pots, plates, glasses, cutlery, etc.) found in the Castle and on the Grill Terrace are 

always returned to their original place. 

21. Please do not eat in the rooms, only in the kitchen and dining room! 

22. A medical service operates in the settlement of Vásárosnamény, you can get information about 

this at the reception. Our colleagues can help with any problems that may arise. 

23. First aid location: the Reception. A first aid kit is available at the first aid station. Additional aid 

organizations can be reached by phone from the aid site free of charge. The emergency 

telephone numbers (104: ambulance, 112: General emergency) were posted in a clearly visible 

place. 

  

Please follow the house rules so that all our guests feel comfortable and welcome to 

come back to us!  

We wish all our dear guests a pleasant rest! 

Castle Management 
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WELLNESS RULES 

Dear guests! 

 

We ask you to study general regulation of wellnesss building’s general compliance. 

Our aim with the policy is that all our dear guest can take rest in a safe, hygienic and calm 

environment. 

 

1. Wellness services are open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. every day. 

 

2. In the Wellness area slippers, wellness towels and sauna sheets can be used. After using we wellness 

towels and sauna sheets we ask you to take them back to your own rooms. 

 

3. If you want to enter to Wellness area you have to use the footmuffs instead of street shoes. 

 

4. Before and after using the Wellness services take a shower in every case. 

 

5. In the area of the Wellness department, it is inevitable a risk of slipping, so we ask you to pay extra 

attention to your physical condition! 

 

6. If you have serious illness (high temperature, any infections, skin diseases) do not use the services 

of the Wellness department. 

 

7. Every guest use all of the services at his own risk. We cannot take responsibility for any occuring 

accidents. 

 

8. Children can stay in the Wellness area only under parental supervision and responsibility. The use 

of the jacuzzi is possible only for children over 14 years old with parental supervision. The usage of 

wellness area for children under 14 IS FORBIDDEN and between the ages of 14-18 is only possible 

with parental supervision. 

 

9. Persons under the influence of alcoholic drinks or drugs mustn’t use the services of Wellness. 



 

10. To bring glass cups, porcelain plates, glass or other fragile objects to the Wellness area is forbidden 

eating and drinking is also forbidden in Wellness area. 

 

11. Public health for the area of the Wellness department for some reason, pets mustn’t be taken into 

the Wellness area! 

 

12. Left unattended in the Wellness area we are not in a position to take responsibility for valuables, so 

please only bring essential values with yourselves. 

 

13. We ask that the machines , devices and equipment of the Wellness pay extra attention to its 

preservation and cleanliness, and use the posted waste bins! To smoke please only in the designated 

area! The guests for possible damages in all cases they are financially responsible! 

 

14. The sauna only can be used at your own risk. Cardiac and other circulatory, and those suffering 

from respiratory diseases should ask for it the opinion of their specialist. Before and after their use a a 

shower is a must ! When using the sauna a use of a sauna towel is mandatory! 

  

Please follow the house rules so that all our guests feel comfortable and welcome to 

come back to us!  

We wish all our dear guests a pleasant rest! 

Castle Management 
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BARBECUE TERRACE HOUSE RULES 

Dear guests! 

 

Please use the grill freely and according to its intended purpose, based on prior agreement. Cleaning is 

mandatory after receipt of demand. 

The oven can only be used by prior arrangement, in the presence of the owner. Do not use alone! 

Setting open fires in the entire area of the garden is strictly prohibited! 

Never leave the fire/embers unattended and always make sure the fire is extinguished when the fire is 

finished. 

Smoking and the use of open flames inside the building are strictly FORBIDDEN! 

Smoking is only allowed in designated areas! 

  

Please follow the house rules so that all our guests feel comfortable and welcome to 

come back to us!  

We wish all our dear guests a pleasant rest! 

Castle Management 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

 

KITCHEN APPLIANCES, ENTERTAINMENT ELECTRONICS, AIR 
CONDITIONING 

You can find the instructions for use of the electronic devices in the Castle area in the 

designated and labeled branch of the Catering kitchen. 

 

FIRE PROTECTION 

All rooms in our Castle have fire alarms equipped with equipment that removes even the 

slightest smoke perceives. To avoid false alarm smoking and open flames are strictly 

prohibited. Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are prohibited in the premises of 

the building. If, due to the illegal behavior of any guest or other person staying on the 

Castle premises, the Castle is fined by the competent authority based on the relevant law, 

the Castle is entitled to pass on the amount of the fine to the person who demonstrated the 

illegal behavior, or to demand its payment. 

There is a fire extinguisher at the reception. 

 

ERROR REPORT 

MIKLÓS BALOGH  
+36 30 206 0441 

 

We wish all our dear guests a pleasant rest! 

Castle Management 
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TV INFO 

 

COMMUNITY PARK 

NETFLIX on the TV set in the common area streaming service and 115 (65 HD) TV channels 

can be viewed. 

 

ROOM 

NETFLIX on the TV in the room streaming service and 11 TV channel broadcasts can be 

viewed. 

CHANNEL DISTRIBUTION 

1. M1 

2. M2 

3. DANUBE TV 

4. M4 SPORT 

5. DANUBE W/M4 SPORT+ 

6. RTL CLUB 

7. SPECTRUM HOME + 

8. TV2 

9. IZAURA TV 

10. DIKH TV 

11. PEST TV 

 

We wish all our dear guests a pleasant rest! 

Castle Management 
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History of Olcsva Village 

 

It was founded by the Kaplony family. Its name is of Slavic origin - Olbsa . Meaning: alder tree. 

If we think about the origin of Olcsva, then we must do so not in centuries, but in millennia. The border 

of the settlement hides a surveyed - but unexplored - Bronze Age earthen castle and a cemetery, 

proving that the area has been inhabited since ancient times. Before the conquest, the settlement was 

inhabited by Slavic peoples. 

After the conquest, these peoples disappeared in such a way that no trace of them can be found apart 

from the name of the village. The name of the settlement was derived from the Slavic word for alder ( 

Olbsa ). 

Olcsva's geographical location and excellent natural features made it attractive as a place to stay. 

Presumably, it was already inhabited by the Avars, and our conquering ancestors were probably 

among the first to take possession of it. 

The first documented mention of the village can be found in an Anjou-era deed dated February 16, 

1312, according to which the village was owned by Péter Zunga and the Kaplonyiak ( Károlyiak ). 

In 1408, the Károlyi family built a ship mill on the Szamos. 

Károlians in 1513 . 

During the Turkish wars, the fratricidal wars of the country, which was divided into three parts, did 

not spare Olcsva either. In 1561, King Ferdinand's troops besieged and occupied the fortified castle in 

Olcsva . In 1563, however, the Károlys once again became the leaders of the village. 

In 1618, the Károlyi family returned to the Catholic faith. The religious zeal of the Karolians is proven 

by the fact that they did not demand that their serfs abandon their Reformed faith. This is how Olcsva 

remained completely reformed. 

In 1659, King Leopold I granted customs rights to László Károlyi's bridge built on the Kraszna River on 

his estate in Olcsva . 

the Olcsva castle in 1669. II. Ferenc Rákóczi's later general. 

In 1699, the Károlians rebuilt the Olcsva Castle. It became a multi-story castle. (Palace, manor house , 

lady's house, maids', young ladies' house, chapel, barracks, kitchen, cellar, living room, barn garden, 

stable). It was burned down in 1703, but Count Sándor Károlyi rebuilt it in 1708-'09. This castle 

became the permanent residence of the Károlyis between 1699-1714. 

During the Rákóczi War of Independence, most of the male population of the village served bravely 

and honorably in Károlyi's regiments, until the Armistice of Nagymajtényi . (The village statue was 

erected to commemorate this in 1999.). 

In February 1711 II. Ferenc Rákóczi visits the castle in Olcsva . Here he writes his letter (frog offer) to 

be sent to Emperor Joseph , based on the agreement made with János Pálffy in Vajai Castle, if Emperor 

Joseph had accepted this offer, we would now be talking about the peace of Olcsva instead of Szatmári . 



According to a description from 1755, the Kraszna River divides the village in two, "through that 

bridge, which is also the property of the castle, one branch enters the castle, the other, whoever has 

the property, can go over it". 

With the fall of the Freedom Struggle, the Olcsva Castle lost its national significance. The Károlyi 

Family moved to Károly Nagy. Then the building complex was demolished between 1777-1791. Their 

properties in Olcsva were bought by the farmers of the village. Thus, in Olcsva, an independent layer of 

farmers was formed generations ago. 

 

Sights of Olcsva 

 

'HOLT-KRASZNA' FISHERMAN 

Our settlement provides both open water and for fish lovers.  

The two rivers bordering the village of Olcsva, the Szamos and the Kraszna, are excellent for open 

water fishing. In the heart of the village there is a richly and continuously stocked fish pond. 

 

Olcsva Reformed Church 

A medieval one-nave, towerless church with a lower sanctuary and a wooden tower in front of its 

western facade was built in 1970. It disappeared without a trace between 1928-31. In its place, a large 

neo-Gothic style church was built in 1929, made of natural stone, with brick decoration. 

We wish all our dear guests a pleasant rest! 

Castle Management 
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THINGS TO SEE NEARBY 

 

Sunshine Alpaca Farm  
Pap 
Children can get to know the animals living on the farm, including Cacchi and his friends the 

turkey, alpaca, pony and others. It is possible to pet and make friends with the animals. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 26 KM 

4631 Pap, Tornyospálcai u.  

+36 30 336 9367 

  

Movie Planet Experience Park  
Gergelyiugornya 
The purpose of the park is to entertain families who want to have fun and who like adventure, 

where we await our dear guests with exceptional attractions , shows and surprises. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 7KM 

4803 Vásárosnamény, Gulácsi út 71.  

+36 45 712 298 
 

 
Bikeable charging crown  
Vásárosnamény 
You can also explore the area by bicycle, tandem and segway on the built-up bicycle-pairing 

embankment crown. Vásárosnamény and Bereg have excellent features for cycling tourists, it 

is no coincidence that the city has been awarded the title of "Cycle-Friendly Town" several 

times. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 6KM 

4800 Vásárosnamény  

+36 45 570 206 www.tourinform.hu 

  

 
 
 



 
Szilva Thermal and Wellness Spa  
in Vásárosnamény 
With its three indoor (thermal pool, water nursery, swimming pool) and one open pool, it 

welcomes its guests all year round. 

C alkaline-hydrocarbonate thermal water that rises to the surface from a depth of 700 meters 

contains a large amount of sodium, chloride and sulfate.  

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 6KM 

4800 Vásárosnamény, Beregszászi út 1/B  

+36 45 470 180 www.szilvafurdo.hu 

 

 
Vándor Outdoor  
Fehérgyarmat 
For groups of friends. 

Joint program with friends? You provide good company, and we provide breathtaking 

locations and exciting programs. You can join one of our fixed tour dates, but we can organize 

an individual, water tour, bike tour or walking tour for the company as needed. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 32KM 

4900 Fehérgyarmat, Toldi utca 19.  

+36 20 958 2371 www.vandortura.hu 

 
 

Luby Castle  
Nagyar 
Luby Castle is located in Nagyar on Kincses Island in Szatmár . 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 28KM 

4922 Nagyar, Petőfi út 6.  

+36 20 479 4313 www.luby.hu  

 
 
Andrássy Castle  
Tiszadob 
According to oral tradition, the romantic-style Andrássy Castle in Tiszadob was built in honor 

of Queen Elizabeth of Hungary, modeled on medieval knightly castles built along the French 

Loire River. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 110KM 

4456 Tiszadob, Bocskai utca 59.  

+36 70 197 9905 



 

Hunor Hunting Exhibition  
Vásárosnamény 
The Hunor Hunting Exhibition awaits its guests in Vásárosnamény, in the heart of Bereg. The 

exhibition presents the hunting trophies of four continents in an interactive way, with the 

help of audio and visual materials . In the exhibition space, there are 80 whole-body prepared 

large mammals, 20 small mammals and approx. 40 birds were placed. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 5KM 

4800 Vásárosnamény, Szabadság tér 25.  

+36 30 372 4770 www.hunorhotel.hu 
 

 
Szatmári Museum  
Mátészalka 
In addition to the permanent exhibitions, the Szatmári Museum offers temporary exhibitions 

and thematic events. In the main building, there are also exhibitions showing Szatmár 

woodcarvings, Szatmár footwear making, the history of electrification, as well as folk 

decorative art and home interiors. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 21KM 

4700 Mátészalka, Kossuth utca 5.  

+36 44 502 646 www.szatmarimuzeum.hu 

 

  

Túristvándi Watermill  
Túristvándi 
The Túristvándi watermill is located in Túistvándi, Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county, on a 

branch of the Túr. The historic watermill, which is still operational, functions as a museum 

today and can be visited all year round. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 40KM 

4944 Túistvándi, Bocskai utca  

+36 70 379 5034  

 
Kopjafás cemetery  
Szatmárcseke 
The Kopjafás cemetery, declared a Reformed monument, is one of the landmarks of 

Szatmárcseke. The creator of the headstones was István Korpás, a master woodcarver born in 

the village. The place offers a unique sight with its nearly 600 human-height, stylized boat 

headstones. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 35KM 

4945 Szatmárcseke, Táncsics utca 14. 
 



 
Csarodai Reformed Church  
Csaroda 
The Reformed church in Csaroda stands on a small island formed by the Csaroda stream: the 

medieval Reformed church of the small village of barely six hundred souls was built on the 

Tiszahát in Beregi, on a small elevation of dry land that stood out from the once swampy, wild 

water area. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 18KM 

4844 Csaroda, Kossuth Lajos utca  

 
Reformed church  
Tákos 
The Tákosi reformed church , also known as " peasant or barefoot Notre-Dame ", was built in 

1766. The shingle- covered church in folk baroque style , which is barely bigger than an old 

farmhouse, was enlarged to the west in 1784 . 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 16KM 

4845 Tákos, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky utca 29.  

 
Bell tower  
Lónya 
The 13th-century Lónya church with its wooden bell tower is one of the most famous 

ornaments of the Beregi landscape. The village was destroyed by the Tatars in 1567, but the 

church survived this period. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 39KM 

4836 Lónya, Kossuth Lajos út 90. 
 

 
Old-Túr river  
Túristvándi 
Túr is an ideal terrain for beginners and families, as the river is narrow and gentle, with 

hardly any currents. It is one of the "safest" rivers in Hungary, where you can really 

experience the closeness of nature. Anyone can fall in love with water hiking here. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 0KM 

4944 Túristvándi, Petőfi utca 1.  

 
Aquacinema  
Kisvárda 
An unforgettable experience for the whole family! Beach and castle spa with huge slide park 

and pools. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 29KM 

https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/T%C3%A1kos
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%A1lvinizmus
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Templom
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paraszt
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Notre-Dame-sz%C3%A9kesegyh%C3%A1z_(P%C3%A1rizs)
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fazsindely
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fazsindely
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyugat


4600 Kisvárda, Városmajor utca 43.  

+36 30 457 8402 www.aquacinema.hu  

 
Cinemaqua Film and Nature Park  
Kisvárda 
All members of the family can enjoy a whole day of recreation. 

Smaller children can be fascinated by the park of primitive creatures, the wizarding area and 

the wonder garden. 

 

For older children, the pirate adventure and the house of the future can be a real experience. 

 

The adventure ship and the movie palace also hold excitement for adults and parents. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 29KM 

4600 Kisvárda, Vajna út 1.  

+36 20 204 1066 www.cinemaqua.hu 
 

 
Petőfi's tree is  
Nagyar The Petőfi tree or Petőfi's tree (as it is called in the vernacular) is a dead oak stump with a 
trunk circumference of 6 meters and a height of 25 meters on the border of Nagyar settlement, where, according to tradition, Sándor Petőfi wrote under or near the tree with a 
once huge canopy, and this his poem A Tisza was inspired by the area . 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 28KM 

4945 Nagyar  

 
Bereg Szíve Holiday Center  
Vásárosnamény 
With its huge yard, the resort is a great choice for class trips, baking and cooking, camping for 

larger groups with tents and caravans , and an excellent location for camps! 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 7KM 

4803 Vásárosnamény, Tiszavirág promenade  

 
 
Water voles Port  
Vásárosnamény 
The port offers great services to those interested in water sports and those who want to have 

fun. For boat storage, tandem, bicycle and canoe rental or guided hiking is possible, but it is 

also suitable for camping and holding events. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 6KM 



4803 Vásárosnamény, Tiszavirág walk  

+36 30 288 4426 www.vizipocok.com 
 

 
Bucka-Lak  
Szabolcsveresmart 
A magical location in nature, in the immediate vicinity of a cozy forest and a captivating lake, 

using renewable energy. Our important goal is for as many people as possible to learn about 

the methods of harmonious coexistence of man and nature, the ecological footprint of man 

and the possibilities of reducing it. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 43KM 

4496 Szabolcsveresmart  

+36 20 372 5572 www.buckalak.hu  

 
Lónyay Castle  
Tuzsér 
The Lónyay Castle in Tuzsér is located in the center of the Tiszakanyar in the northern part of 

the village, at a distance of 300-350 meters from the protective embankment. According to 

tradition, the old Ambrózy Castle was rebuilt to its current shape from its bastioned castle, 

presumably using its materials, largely in the last quarter of the 18th century , after 1787 . 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 40KM 

4623 Tuzsér, Ady Endre utca 2.  

www.tuzser.hu  

 
Beregi Museum  
Vásárosnamény 
The Beregi Museum is a local history and ethnographic museum of Vásárosnamény and its 

surroundings. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 5KM 

4800 Vásárosnamény, Szabadság tér 31.  

+36 45 570 146 www.beregimuzeum.hu 
 

 
Sulyom's educational trail  
in Géberjén 
The Sulyom nature trail in Géberjén runs along the Holt-Szamos bend. The route was created 

in 2012 within the framework of the Hungary-Romania Cross-Border Cooperation Program. 

 

We can learn about the relationship between man and water, the amazing creatures of the 

waterfront and the rich bird life of the Szamos backwater. The Sulyom nature trail provides 

interesting information about the region at 10 points. 

https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/18._sz%C3%A1zad
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/1787
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%A1s%C3%A1rosnam%C3%A9ny


DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 35KM 

4754 in Géberjén  

 
Gergelyiugornya free beach  
Vásárosnamény 
The free beach in Ugornya is located at the confluence of the Szamos and Tisza rivers and its 

golden sandy beach attracts thousands of vacationers every year for a hearty swim in the 

river. The holiday resort belonging to Vásárosnamény is a Canaan for those looking for peace 

of mind in mild weather, and in the heat of summer it is the ever-effervescent center of Tisza 

spa life. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 7KM 

4803 Vásárosnamény, Tiszavirág promenade 

  

Tivadar Free Beach  
Tivadar 
The open beach with a large area is located by the Tisza bridge of the settlement, which awaits 

bathing lovers all summer long. The place is excellent for tenting , camping and camping. Its 

silky, sandy waterfront with a seaside atmosphere offers an unforgettable experience for 

tourists of all ages who want to relax. Thanks to its size, it can accommodate several people 

comfortably, as well as its slowly deepening water for the little ones and the opportunity for 

self-indulgent fun. 

DISTANCE FROM THE ACCOMMODATION: 24KM 

4921 Tivadar  

www.szamospart.hu 

 

We wish all our dear guests a pleasant rest! 

Castle Management 
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	Joint program with friends? You provide good company, and we provide breathtaking locations and exciting programs. You can join one of our fixed tour dates, but we can organize an individual, water tour, bike tour or walking tour for the company as ne...
	Luby Castle  Nagyar
	Luby Castle is located in Nagyar on Kincses Island in Szatmár .
	Andrássy Castle  Tiszadob
	According to oral tradition, the romantic-style Andrássy Castle in Tiszadob was built in honor of Queen Elizabeth of Hungary, modeled on medieval knightly castles built along the French Loire River.
	Hunor Hunting Exhibition  Vásárosnamény
	The Hunor Hunting Exhibition awaits its guests in Vásárosnamény, in the heart of Bereg. The exhibition presents the hunting trophies of four continents in an interactive way, with the help of audio and visual materials . In the exhibition space, there...
	Szatmári Museum  Mátészalka
	In addition to the permanent exhibitions, the Szatmári Museum offers temporary exhibitions and thematic events. In the main building, there are also exhibitions showing Szatmár woodcarvings, Szatmár footwear making, the history of electrification, as ...
	Túristvándi Watermill  Túristvándi
	The Túristvándi watermill is located in Túistvándi, Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county, on a branch of the Túr. The historic watermill, which is still operational, functions as a museum today and can be visited all year round.
	Kopjafás cemetery  Szatmárcseke
	The Kopjafás cemetery, declared a Reformed monument, is one of the landmarks of Szatmárcseke. The creator of the headstones was István Korpás, a master woodcarver born in the village. The place offers a unique sight with its nearly 600 human-height, s...
	Csarodai Reformed Church  Csaroda
	The Reformed church in Csaroda stands on a small island formed by the Csaroda stream: the medieval Reformed church of the small village of barely six hundred souls was built on the Tiszahát in Beregi, on a small elevation of dry land that stood out fr...
	Reformed church  Tákos
	The Tákosi reformed church , also known as " peasant or barefoot Notre-Dame ", was built in 1766. The shingle- covered church in folk baroque style , which is barely bigger than an old farmhouse, was enlarged to the west in 1784 .
	Bell tower  Lónya
	The 13th-century Lónya church with its wooden bell tower is one of the most famous ornaments of the Beregi landscape. The village was destroyed by the Tatars in 1567, but the church survived this period.
	Old-Túr river  Túristvándi
	Túr is an ideal terrain for beginners and families, as the river is narrow and gentle, with hardly any currents. It is one of the "safest" rivers in Hungary, where you can really experience the closeness of nature. Anyone can fall in love with water h...
	Aquacinema  Kisvárda
	An unforgettable experience for the whole family! Beach and castle spa with huge slide park and pools.
	Cinemaqua Film and Nature Park  Kisvárda
	All members of the family can enjoy a whole day of recreation.
	Smaller children can be fascinated by the park of primitive creatures, the wizarding area and the wonder garden.
	For older children, the pirate adventure and the house of the future can be a real experience.
	The adventure ship and the movie palace also hold excitement for adults and parents.
	Petőfi's tree is  Nagyar
	The Petőfi tree or Petőfi's tree (as it is called in the vernacular) is a dead oak stump with a trunk circumference of 6 meters and a height of 25 meters on the border of Nagyar settlement, where, according to tradition, Sándor Petőfi wrote under or n...
	Bereg Szíve Holiday Center  Vásárosnamény
	With its huge yard, the resort is a great choice for class trips, baking and cooking, camping for larger groups with tents and caravans , and an excellent location for camps!
	Water voles Port  Vásárosnamény
	The port offers great services to those interested in water sports and those who want to have fun. For boat storage, tandem, bicycle and canoe rental or guided hiking is possible, but it is also suitable for camping and holding events.
	Bucka-Lak  Szabolcsveresmart
	A magical location in nature, in the immediate vicinity of a cozy forest and a captivating lake, using renewable energy. Our important goal is for as many people as possible to learn about the methods of harmonious coexistence of man and nature, the e...
	Lónyay Castle  Tuzsér
	The Lónyay Castle in Tuzsér is located in the center of the Tiszakanyar in the northern part of the village, at a distance of 300-350 meters from the protective embankment. According to tradition, the old Ambrózy Castle was rebuilt to its current shap...
	Beregi Museum  Vásárosnamény
	The Beregi Museum is a local history and ethnographic museum of Vásárosnamény and its surroundings.
	Sulyom's educational trail  in Géberjén
	The Sulyom nature trail in Géberjén runs along the Holt-Szamos bend. The route was created in 2012 within the framework of the Hungary-Romania Cross-Border Cooperation Program.
	We can learn about the relationship between man and water, the amazing creatures of the waterfront and the rich bird life of the Szamos backwater. The Sulyom nature trail provides interesting information about the region at 10 points.
	Gergelyiugornya free beach  Vásárosnamény
	The free beach in Ugornya is located at the confluence of the Szamos and Tisza rivers and its golden sandy beach attracts thousands of vacationers every year for a hearty swim in the river. The holiday resort belonging to Vásárosnamény is a Canaan for...
	Tivadar Free Beach  Tivadar
	The open beach with a large area is located by the Tisza bridge of the settlement, which awaits bathing lovers all summer long. The place is excellent for tenting , camping and camping. Its silky, sandy waterfront with a seaside atmosphere offers an u...

